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WHHO General Meeting
This Wednesday April 28,
7:30 PM
Webinar Virtual Meeting – Register to watch
live by going to www.whho.com
Pierce College: What’s going on there?
-Pierce President Alexis Montevirgen
-Pierce VP Rolf Schleicher
-Pierce Dir. Of Construction Marco Tarantino
At this Wednesday night’s WHHO General
meeting major changes and future plans will be
presented by three of the key leaders of Pierce
Community College. They will address rumors,
possible changes and other important issues
that can impact both the school and the
Woodland Hills community for years to come.
The Webinar meeting begins at 7:30 P.M. and to
register go to the WHHO website at:
www.whho.com. The webinar is free and
everyone is welcome.

This Wednesday, 7:30 PM: Pierce
College leaders reveal plans and
changes for campus that could
impact school and community.
A lot has been going on at Pierce College and a lot
more is planned for the future. What changes and
impacts will those plans have on the school, its

mission, the students, and faculty and on the
neighborhoods and communities of Woodland Hills
and the West Valley?
You’ll gain important insights learn the details this
Wednesday evening as the current Pierce President
Dr. Alexis Montevirgen is joined by Marco Tarantino
the Director of Construction at Pierce who discuss the
current and future building plans and schedules for
Pierce campus projects, and Rolf Schleicher, Vice
President of Administrative Services, who will add
additional perspectives of the college’s future role in
the community and the West Valley.
“I think this will be a very important meeting because
most of the community really hasn’t had a lot of news
about Pierce since the pandemic started last year,”
emphasized WHHO President John Walker. “Most
people are aware that the Covid testing and
vaccination programs were established in the Pierce
Victory parking area. They may have heard that oncampus attendance ceased. And they know that
construction on new buildings has continued. But
what they don’t know or may have heard rumors
about, has keep almost everyone either guessing or
postulating.”
Walker added that Wednesday evening’s webinar
should answer some of the key rumors and offer
important facts that homeowners, students and even
area politicians need to know:
• Do they plan to use Pierce property for homeless
housing like with the tiny homes in Reseda?
• Will portions of the agricultural land be used as a
temporary "safe-parking" site for RVs, campers and
vans?
• Are they going to sell the farmland and the large
animal spaces so they can be used for homeless/very
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low-income affordable housing developments for the
community?
• Are there plans to build high-rise dorms to house
students who live in homes impacted by financial ills,
or who are struggling with commuting problems or
don't have enough to eat?
There has also been a lot of talk around the
community if Pierce will try to hold onto its original
mission:
• Will they re-dedicate Pierce to being the only
education site in the City and the County dedicated to
veterinary and agricultural uses?
• Will the "farm" be returned to the campus and
opened to children so that they can understand the
importance of agriculture in our lives?
• What is the future for the Pierce hiking trails that
have remained closed to the public the past years will they re-open, and will they be safe?
• Will the buildings that were announced to be
constructed at the corner of DeSoto and Victory be
built, or have plans changed for that property?
“Those are just some of the important questions
buzzing around neighborhoods,” Walker stated, “and
the Woodland Hills community will have the first
opportunity in years to hear the viewpoints of the
Pierce leaders who have oversight over the largest
parcel of land in the West Valley—almost half of
which is currently open land.”
It has already been widely reported that Dr.
Montevirgen has announced he will be stepping
down as Pierce President at the end of this academic
term due to medical and personal reasons. He said he
will work with district leadership to make sure a
transition plan is in place, especially as the campus
begins planning to return for in-person instruction.
“We will be sorry to see Dr. Montevirgen leave, but I
think this may actually be the best time for the
community to get insightful, accurate information
since it will not be impacted by personal objectives,”
Walker continued. “We will be looking for details
about what type of Administrator the

Community College Board is seeking as his
replacement.” Walker said that some members of
WHHO have heard that someone has already been
chosen, and questions about who that person is and
why they have been chosen are questions that need to
be answered.”
Walker also noted that the WHHO is hoping Dr.
Montevirgen and the other Pierce executives will
provide insights and clarification about the Strategic
Master Plan for Pierce that the administration has
been crafting which will establish the goals and
pathways for the future of the institution.
“We’ve heard about the “The Enterprise Program”
and want to know if it will be part of the Strategic
Master Plan,” Walker added. He pondered if it still
planned to impact some of the currently unused
single-story buildings on campus in an effort to turn
them into work sites for various “tech companies” to
set up student jobs and training in areas anticipated
for future growth like bio-medical and veterinary.
“Will this help students launch their careers? Will
there be internships? Will it lead them to better
paying jobs? And, how will this all work-- and should
the community support or oppose it? The idea is that
these companies would come on campus,
set up sites and give Pierce students intern positions
is something that hasn’t really been discussed with
the community before,” Walker added.
He stated that he hopes the community will come
with questions and concerns that can be aired and
answered because “Pierce is a major part of our
lives and our community and it must be protected to
server us all.”
The WHHO President is urging anyone with a
concise question concerning Pierce to make sure they
view or phone in to the meeting and any questions
can be posed using the Q&A link of the webinar
during the discussion. The WHHO General Meeting
Zoom Webinar will start on-line at 7:30 PM, and to
gain access to Wednesday’s WHHO Webinar, simply
go to the WHHO website (www.whho.com) register
there.
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Errata:
In our March WHHO newsletter, our story on the
City Council considering raising the filing fee of an
Appeal for a proposed development from the existing
$89 fee to a breath-taking $16,000 may have misled
readers to conclude that CD-3 Councilman Bob
Blumenfield supported that increase. He has made it
abundantly clear in numerous public statements that
he is against the massive increase, and only supports
a slight increase from $89 to a more reasonable
increase to $158 because of the time and escalating
manpower costs attached to handling the appeal. The
WHHO regrets any misunderstanding our article may
have caused.

Homeless housing: “Tiny
homes” creates big controversy
from neighbors surrounding the
project behind the CD-3 Reseda
offices on Vanowen .
It has been written about recently in just about every
local newspaper—including the WHHO’s. But until
it actually became reality, a community of about 50
“tiny homes” didn’t generate a lot of concern until it
almost finished construction.
Some neighbors near the parking lot around the
Vanowen and Vanalden intersection in Reseda where
the Valley office of the CD-3 Councilman is located,
are upset that a community of tiny homes—
approximately eight feet by eight feet each-- is being
built in Reseda to house the homeless. The block
houses the CD-3 offices, the Reseda Library and the
West Valley PD. There is also a large City-owned
park there which is unfenced and open to all.
Not long ago, Councilman Blumenfield announced
that he was planning on erecting the “tiny homes”
enclave which will be fenced-in and have a central
lavretory and showers facility. It will also have 27/7
security and be closed off at nightfall.
The Councilman had a meeting outside his offices
with homeowners and area residents to try and turn

down the heat on the project. Most of the protesters
stated that they were afraid for their safety and that
their children were scared of having homeless
individuals roaming around the neighborhood and in
the park where they play.
A number of attempts at remedying the homeless
situation in the City have been attempted over the
past year. While a Federal judge has recently jumped
into the fray and ordered that the homeless who are
lining the streets of LA’s downtown “Skid Row” be
moved to more permanent shelters, even he has had
to partially back-track on his order and the City of
Los Angeles has filed a number of appeals to overturn
the order.
It all follows an extensive effort to remove and move
the tent city that grew up around the shores and
grasslands of Echo Park in the Silverlake area. Those
homeless were moved to other temporary shelters and
the park was fenced off to be cleaned and re-planted.
However, until greater permanent shelter is found for
the homeless in LA, no one is quite sure what to do.
The CD-3 district of the City has the fewest homeless
people in the City. But many congregated under
freeway underpasses and there has been an active
effort to move them to temporary quarters in rented
motels and in “bridge housing.” The costs of doing
that have slowed some of those efforts, while a
number of the homeless have simply said “No” to
being moved to more permanent shelters, citing the
“lack of freedom” and their dislike of “having to obey
any rules.”
Until the County, the State or the Federal government
are ready to step in and assume a larger role in solving
the homeless epidemic, then Cities will face a
constant battle of trying to find locations where the
“tiny towns” and other specialized housing can be
located without raising the concern and protest of so
many homeowners and renters who are concerned
with sheltering a growing number of drug-impacted,
drug-dealing or mentally disturbed individuals on the
streets.
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RV, camper and van living on
public streets is once again a
major issue for neighborhoods
throughout the City.
The problem of controlling areas where people
parked old RVs, campers and vans and used them
for living quarters and frequently for drug-dealing
locations on public streets has again become a
threatening issue for numerous neighborhoods
throughout the City, and in several locations in
Woodland Hills.
These vehicle dwelling encampments have cropped
up behind the business areas between western
Ventura Blvd. and the 101 Freeway, along Ventura
Blvd. near the bowling alley, along Valley Circle
Boulevard and half a dozen more locations in our
community.
Six or seven years ago, City leaders along with the
LAPD created a map that showed specific streets
where overnight RV and camper parking would be
allowed from dark until sunrise--when the vehicle
inhabitants were required to move them. In
Woodland Hills, a substantial number of those
locations were on streets in Warner Center where
business were usually closed after dark and often on
the weekends, allowing the homeless owners to park
in a relatively safe area.
But not today. What happened? To start, the laws
that created this “safe haven” had sundown clauses
and those ordinances were never renewed. To make
matters worse, when communities and police
stations complained, City Councilmembers tried to
renew the expired ordinances but never got their
proposals to come before the full City Council for a
vote because new Council President Nury Martinez
they say wouldn’t let it.
In the past, Martinez has objected to most of the
solutions to vehicular dwelling sites, and their
sanitation, garbage and drug-dealing problems
which frequently accompany many of those

encampments. The City Council President has said
that her district in the northeast San Fernando Valley
is unfairly impacted since a high proportion of the
streets in her area are home to recycling centers,
auto shops, and manufacturing facilities which
would have to deal with the problems.
The Vehicle Dwelling Law that was allowed to
lapse let people live out of their cars along industrial
and commercial streets, but banned them from
lodging on streets next to residences, parks, schools
and daycares. The law replaced an older one from
1983 that was struck down by an appeals court panel.
But now the homeless situation has deteriorated
further and a greater number of vehicular
encampments are crowding onto streets abutting
residential neighborhoods and City parks.
Recently, a new motion concerning vehicular
dwelling was brought up by Councilmen Gil Cedillo
and Cullen Price, and was quickly supported by four
additional Councilmembers—including the CD-3’s
Bob Blumenfield. But it appears once again that
Martinez has managed to keep it from coming to a
vote.
Meanwhile, more and more wrecked RVs, disheveled
vans and smashed up campers have been setting
down roots on major thoroughfares of the
community. The issue appears to be one that Mayor
Garcetti could have a hand in resolving, but has so far
failed to do so.

Neighborhood Council voting
ends on May 4th. All ballots must
be dropped off or postmarked by
that date.
The opportunity to request a ballot to vote in the
Woodland Hills-Warner Center Neighborhood
Council closed at 5 PM, April 27.
But if you did apply for a ballot either by mail, fax
or on-line, you will have until Tuesday, May 4 at 8
PM to place it in one of the three available Drop
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Box bins on that date. These are the locations where
you can begin dropping off your completed ballots
starting at 9 AM on April 30 until 8 PM on Tuesday,
May 4.
• Woodland Hills Recreation Center (5858
Shoup Ave.)
• Platt Branch Library (236000 Victory Blvd.)
• Winnetka Recreation Center (8401 Winnetka
Ave.)
You can also choose to fill out and mail in your
completed ballot. They are postage paid, by must be
postmarked by May 4 or before, and received by the
City by May 14. (Marty is this correct?)
Unofficial results will be available on May 11, and
official results will be released on Wednesday, May
19.

Planning holds an update on
Woodland Hills Community Plan
and reveals fewer zoning
changes that anticipated.
The City’s massive re-zoning effort that is intended
to update, upgrade, simplify and bring outdated
zoning practices and land use plans for all of Los
Angeles is inching its way to an unveiling in the near
future. The Southwest Valley Community plan that
includes the plans for Woodland Hills, West Hills,
Winnetka and Canoga Park has reached the
“Consult” portion of the process, and the Planning
Department consented to share a look at the plan for
Woodland Hills this past week.
Held by the Neighborhood Council, the Planning
Department agreed to share what changes they have
been contemplating for the area based on input
collected from Woodland Hills residents and
businesses over the past few years. According to
Andy Rodriguez, the Senior City Planner who is
overseeing the Southwest Valley Community Plans,
there were only three or four areas of the community
that have come in for consideration due to the fact
that Woodland Hills has four Specific Plans that

already control a substantial portion of the zoning in
our area (Ventura-Cahuenga Corridor SP, Warner
Center SP, Girard SP and Mulholland Scenic SP) and
a great many other tracts are controlled by the
Hillside Slope Ordinances.
However, Rodriguez admitted that several areas
outside of those Specific Plan areas have expressed
great concern over what changes might be ahead. He
noted that those areas are the Walnut Acres area, the
homes along Topanga Blvd. from Ventura south to
Mulholland, and the residential homes just north of
Victory and west of Topanga. There were no other
areas that are even being considered for any changes
he said.
Rodriguez quickly noted that major changes to the
Topanga area north of Mulholland might only see
minor “tweaks” while still keeping density relatively
low. He did not address the streets north of Victory
just west of Topanga.
Most of the 3 hour discussion focused on the Walnut
Acres area where the existing ResidentialAgricultural designation is being eliminated. While
that revelation initially concerned the majority of
people on the Zoom broadcast, he stated that he and
his team are very aware of the desires of the Walnut
Acres area to retain the animal keeping privileges
(goats, sheep, pigs, poultry and to a much lesser
degree horses) and the community’s pledge to
prevent the systematic slicing and dicing up of the
minimum 17,500 SF lots into flag lots or nonconforming “bowling alley” lots.
He did note that the City’s new zoning guideline still
had no specific zoning code that would offer the
current protections that the RA-1 zone does, but that
his staff is working on a solution that will protect the
existing rights and defend any attempts to divide
Walnut Acres lots.
He said that his staff was looking for input from
homeowners in that area on how to effectively do
that, and that any letters or emails offering
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quantitative and qualitative advice would be more
than welcome.
He also added that there are still some land use and
zoning issues for properties that still need to be
addressed. The Woodland Hills Golf Club was
mentioned specifically, and Rodriguez stated that he
and his staff have not heard anything from the new
owners and any changes they are contemplating for
the large open area site.
Questions from the viewers also focused on a number
of other large sites in the community that are being
eyed by developers. The vacant LAUSD properties at
Oso Street, Collins Street and Highlander were
brought into the discussion, but Rodriguez
emphatically stated that LAUSD owns those
properties and until or unless they attempt to put
anything except an educational facility these, the City
cannot weigh in. Basically, that was his same answer
concerning any of the open land tracts at Pierce. He
said that land is managed by the College system and
that it is basically owned by the State of California.
The Bothing-Treeland property was not discussed
since an EIR is still being evaluated by the State for
that property, and the rear of the Motion Picture Fund
home was also not under any special consideration.

The WHHO needs You to be part
of us and share your ideas.
The Woodland Hills Homeowners Organization
holds forums on critical issues impacting your home,
your lifestyle, your neighborhood and this
community. We actively lobby City and State
decision makers on your behalf. Our in-person
meetings are free and open to all and during the
pandemic we’ve made our virtual meetings available
to everyone. But, it does cost money to run Zoom
meetings during the pandemic and file paperwork on
behalf of the community.
So, if you believe that the WHHO is providing a
valuable public service in addressing some of the
most critical issues impacting you and your
neighborhood, and hosting the City and State officials

who answer your most pressing questions, then we
invite you to step up and become an official member
of the WHHO.
It is only $25 a year for an entire household to belong,
and your membership goes helps cover Zoom
meeting expenses, as well as for taxes, insurance and
other legally required fees. There are no paid
positions on the WHHO. So, please become an
official WHHO member today. You’ll find an
Application on our web site, www.whho.com. We
look forward to having you part of our family.

Please trust our advertisers for
the services you can count on.
And be sure to tell them you saw
their ad here.
The advertisers who place ads with the WHHO
Newsletter show that they believe in making
Woodland Hills an even better community for all of
us. Their ad dollars go a long way to assuring that
you know what is going on in your community, and
that you have a strong voice in making decision that
impact your neighborhood.
We urge you to patronize the businesses you see
here and give these services an opportunity to bid
for your project. Call them up today, and be sure to
tell them that you saw their advertisement in the
WHHO newsletter. We appreciate it. They
appreciate your business. And the community
appreciates your thoughtfulness.
WHHO Officers & Directors for 2020:
President: John Walker - (818) 719-9181
Vice-President: Dennis DiBiase - (818) 346-9567
Vice-President: Marty Lipkin - (818) 999-4340
Treasurer: Silvia Anthony Murley - (818) 404-1945
Secretary: Nancy Porter - (818) 347-8869
Founder (In Memorium): Gordon Murley
Co-Founder (In Memorium): Herb Madsen
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Bumper Repair - $475 | front or rear

